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Abstract:
Objective: The research is providing information about the risky and dangerous situations that occur on the brain
attack patient due to the necrotic tissue causing the blockage of arteries that supply blood and oxygen to the brain.
Methodology: It has a descriptive method of study. This research was made in Services Hospital, Lahore (August
2016 to July 2017). A total of 100 brain attack patients were examined and by computed tomography scan it was
proved that all the patients of brain attack contain necrotic tissue. The patients selected as the participants of the
research were all ageing above 20 years. Followings are the main reasons for the formation of necrotic tissue in the
brain is cigarette smoking, inheritance, narrowing of arteries in the body, high blood pressure and different cardiac
disorders.
Results: All the information was collected from the patients of research. At least more than two fatal and dangerous
factor was founded in those patients who had blocked blood arteries in the cerebral. Fifty-five percent patients were
involved in this due to the high blood pressure which is also a most dangerous factor. Thirty percent patients were
found involved in smoking. Different dangerous and frequent dangerous causes were found in different percentages
for the cerebral infarction. Fifty-one percent of men were involved in it with an average age of fifty years and fortynine percent of women about an average age of fifty-three years.
Conclusion: Necrotic tissue in the brain causes the blockage in the blood Eighty percent of patient who is suffering
from this disease lead to the brain attack which is a frequent mental malfunction. It is mainly caused by an illness in
the human body which causes the problems to the patient and their family members. It can cause cerebral loss
which can be controlled. We should provide social awareness to control this disorder and its dangerous factors.
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INTRODUCTION:
The brain disease at which oxygen and blood do not
reach the brain due to any barrier present in arteries
which then lead to more than one day. It is a
dangerous type of brain disease. Due to loss of
cerebral working ability lead for more than eighty
percent of brain damage. Brain damaging is the world
second fatal problem and due to this reason n every
year more than one lakh and fifty thousand people
losing their lives. In every year the same amount of
people suffering from this disease but still alive and
fifty thousand people lose their ability of thinking by
facing this disease. Some of the main reasons which
cannot be changed as civilization or society, the
background of the family, gender and race.
The risk factors for the infringement of cerebral are
hypertension, cardiac disorders, cigarette smoking,
contraction of arteries and being always de-stressed.
The main reason for this research was to get
information about the loss of cerebral and to estimate
the miserable and dangerous situation by providing a
proper treatment and providing the public awareness
through proper knowledge and qualification.
PATIENTS AND METHODS:
The retrospective research study was made in
Services Hospital, Lahore (August 2016 to July
2017). In a hundred percent people only ninety-three
percent infected person is chosen for the emergency
department of the hospital and remaining seven
percent convey to another department. All patient
after facing their first brain attack admitted in the
hospital within a day when the sign is appearing in
their body. All patient who is admitted its maximum
age is more than 20 in both males or in females also.
For the configuration of cerebral disturbing computer
tomography scan is used. After tomography scan
people which are suffering from brain strike, some
another disorder is present in their brain instead of
cerebral disorder. All the patients admit in the
hospital is under extraordinary caring and not send
from one place to another place. Complicated
working for knowledge of cerebral disease which is a
fatal disorder of brain strike due to blockage occur in
necrotic tissue and oxygen or blood do not reach the
brain. All information about the patient is collected
by biochemical testing such as hypertension, mental
disorders. Instrument used for it electrocardiograph,
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X rays of the chest, serum, tomographic scan all these
medical instrument are used for the patients.
Stroke having a more than one beginning sites.
Formation of stroke in the brain is a very dangerous
because the supply of blood having oxygen to the
brain and their cell become an end by the presence of
barrier in arteries. For cerebral disorder computer
tomographic scan is used the first time. In brain
necrotic tissue is a site where the barrier form in the
arteries or blood and oxygen do not reach the brain.
We should try to reduce the risk factor of this
disorder to get rid -off. High blood pressure is control
by taking medicine and some other thinks. When
hypertension patient limit across the range of one
hundred and sixty millimeter of the high range of
blood pressure meter and above the ninety millimeter
of the lower range. Hypertension is the main reason
of this disorder. In diabetic patient, FBS is also
check. Dyslipidemia is also check for control the
range of cholesterol and fatty acids in the body. In
severe chest pain in the past or at the current moment
IHD is checked. Cigarette smoking and in close
relative fats all these thinks have fatal aspects.
RESULTS:
In the above information which we have to collect by
examining hundred patient of brain attack result is
that. Females in the age of twenty -four to seventyeight years and males in the age of twenty-one to
seventy-eight year ago. The maximum age of females
is the fifty-three and maximum age of male is fifty
years. The patients which having a stroke in the brain
its maximum age is more than sixty years in both
male or females. In tabular data, the danger aspects
are present of patients. In which hypertension is
main. Blood pressure was present in more than fiftyfive percent of patients. An about twenty percent
patient is that which use a cigarette in high
concentration. And remaining twenty percent patient
is suffering from a high sugar level.
All the types of dangers are shown in the tabular data.
Most of the patient related to the lower class. In a
hundred percent patient, only ten percent patient is
that which spend more than ten days in hospital
ninety percent well be discharge and spend healthy
life with all their life activities in normal ways.
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Table – I: Frequency of risk factors of cerebral infarction in stroke patients
Risk Factor
First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth

40

Number
19
23
37
15
6

37

35
30
23

25
20

19
15

15
10

6

5
0
F IR S T

SECOND

T H IR D

FOURTH

F IF T H

Table – II: Frequency of risk factor of cerebral infarction in the patients of stroke

Risk Factors
Hypertension
Smoking
Hyperlipidemia
Diabetes mellitus
Carotid artery stenosis
Atrial fibrillation
Obesity
Family history of stroke
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Number
55
31
30
26
22
25
15
12
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12

Obesity

15

Atrial fibrillation

25

Carotid artery stenosis

22

Diabetes mellitus

26

Hyperlipidemia

30

Smoking

31

Hypertension

55
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

9

10

70

60

55

50
40
31

30
26

30

22

25

20

15

12

10
0

0

1

2

3

4

DISCUSSION:
The main point of this research is that with the rising
of age the chance of this fatal disorder of brain will
also rise in both females or in males in maximum age
of fifty-one point five years [4]. In the last seventy
years is enough for it as our reported by Sacco RL
[5]. AK -She reported the maximum age for this
disorder is fifty-three years which is nearest to our
research [6]. The lack of knowledge about this
disease in our country increases their aspects due to
less information about this disorder careless and
ignorance of them prevent. The most suitable age of
this disorder is the seventh decagon of human life for
both males or in females. Al rajah report is also same
as of our report about age in both genders [7]. The
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5

6

7

8

main focusing point in this research is blood pressure.
Fifty-five percent patient of brain attack is suffering
from blood pressure also which increase the chances
of brain attack as reported by Ali L and Al rajah [7,
8].
If we control our blood pressure by tablets or some
other aspects, we can prevent our self from this brain
disease. We can control the risk of brain-damaging
thirty-eight percent with the help of controlling
hypertension [13]. And high sugar level is also
affected on this after blood pressure [14]. High sugar
level also caused a problem after results its conform
when twenty-five percent people suffering from this
brain disease. And this level is more when conform
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by Qureshi. For high sugar level method is applying
to confirm this percent [16]. cigarettes are also a
factor which increases the risk of this disease it
depends on the quantity of smoke by taken per day
[17]. There is lots of factor in life which lead to this
disease. IHD and Al rajah conform that the same
concentration is present (thirty-three) percent. The
patient having a narrow space and barrier of mitral
veins. In research, we also knew about carotid artery
which also from barriers of red blood cell or oxygen
to the cell in twenty-three percent patient. Chang YJ
also finds out the same amount which is [18]. The
more activities perform with their own at life
activities increase the risk more of cerebral disease
[19]. And the people who do not perform their proper
life activities becomes lazy and chances of this brain
disease are also increased. In this brain disorder
family background is also included eleven percent
patient having a family background of this problem
and its more than other which we study in this
research [20, 21].
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CONCLUSION:
Cerebral disturbing causing a reason of brain attack
in more than eight percent. It is a very ordinary
mental disorder. If we have a proper information
about the disease, we can prevent our self from it
danger aspects. The most common reason for this
disease is hypertension and other thinks.

13.
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